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Reflecting on the Report of the Consultative Group on the Past
Findings of the Report
Lord Robin Eames
When we started our work in the summer of 2007 many
questions confronted us. Was it too soon after the ceasefire
that we were asked to do the job? Is there a right time to
look at the legacy of the past? What could we learn from
other countries rebuilding fractured societies after war, after
conflict? Was there hope that any recommendations we
made would be accepted in the conflicting pressures of our
local political scene? What would the two governments do?
Would it be a report that would eventually gather dust on
someone’s shelf? What hope was there that our efforts
could be seen as worthwhile across all parts of our society?
Being part of the Consultative Group on the Past was for all
of us eighteen months of a journey; the way we argued our
point of view, and reached a degree of consensus became
a blueprint that most of us wish could be reflected in society
at large.
The key word to all our work was “reconciliation”. But the
word “frustration” was also present. People were frustrated
by a society in which they felt they couldn’t influence future
events, let alone reflect on the past. It was obvious when
we explored victimhood, that we were touching the edge of
a morass of emotional hurt, dismay and frustration.
We undertook to listen to each representative we met and
we were inundated by recommendations, reports and
personal views. Some of the recommendations that we put
in the final report were a direct result of earnest requests
from a wide cross-section of people. And that brings me
headlong to our controversial recognition payment.
Politicians had been very quick to say to us: “We want this
recognition for victims included though we cannot as
politicians say this in public.”
But how do you define a victim? We followed the current
law - the Victims and Survivors Order 2006. This makes
no attempt to draw any distinction in victimhood; it applies
across the board irrespective of who the victim was. So
when we adhered to the frequent request to give
recognition to victims, that recognition could not propose a
hierarchy of victims.
The £12,000 recognition payment was based on the fact
that an equivalent grant (in Euros) had already been made
by the Irish government. We knew that after a very heated
period of debate this recommendation might overshadow
all the other proposals and be very hurtful within the victim

family for those who felt that there was an equivalence
being advanced between perpetrator and victim.
With the benefit of hindsight we might have chosen a
different way or different words; we might not even have
mentioned a figure, but we did. The Secretary of State has
made it plain that he does not see at the moment a
consensus on this aspect of the report. But that gives us an
opportunity to try and concentrate our minds on other items
in the report, not least the Legacy Commission.
Even though reaction to the report has been very difficult,
I am convinced that the thrust of this report gives
constructive answers to the hard questions that society has
got to ask if we’re going to move forward.

Denis Bradley
When we started this project, a lot of people told us that it
was either impossible, or too early, or too dangerous, or too
expensive to deal with the past. There appeared a belief
that if you went beyond politics you entered, like Daniel, into
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a den of lions and would get eaten up. Yet the world in
which this report was being worked on contained a settled
political agreement – notwithstanding some difficulties –
between two governments and all of the key political parties
on this island.
In a way, dealing with the past is as common as political
muck; we are dealing with it all of the time. And it is costing
us a fortune in tribunals, court cases, hundreds of full-time
police officer hours, forty-eight inquests … and you could
continue. And we’re using solicitors and barristers in great
numbers to deal with the past. That continues up to this
day, and will continue for the next months and years. If you
were to put a price on it; it’s a big, big lot of money. So,
that’s the lion’s den in which we already live.
So what were we in the Consultative Group to bring to the
party? Well not all that much in some ways; our job was to
interpret how you could take the best and create a
mechanism to do it better, quicker, and less expensively.
But still within the context that we had achieved a fair
amount
of
reconciliation
politically. After
all, we weren’t
killing each other
as much any
more and we
were governing
each other with
some
ability,
whatever your
final judgement
on
the
experiment
might be.
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But the consultation has also shown that the past as it
exists in the memories and beliefs of the people of Northern
Ireland can be changed. Those individuals and
organisations who spoke to the Group about working for
reconciliation and a shared future demonstrate this. They
acknowledge that while the recorded facts of the past
cannot be changed, the opposing moral assessment of
what was done and suffered by each side can be revisited,
and in so doing can prove to be the beginning of the road
to reconciliation as experienced by them.
Everything else in the report - about information recovery,
justice, freeing up the institutions within our society,
storytelling – is based on that foundation stone.
I saw a film on the BBC recently called ‘Five Minutes of
Heaven’. It’s a wonderful script with magnificent acting. In
my opinion the play is about lowering expectations of what
reconciliation is. The television people in the drama wanted
to bring in the two opposing protagonists (a victim and a
perpetrator) to hug or reconcile or pat each other on the
back. But the reconciliation the two people achieved was
that they let
each other be;
they got each
other out of each
other’s heads.
Reconciliation
can be a very
small thing; but
sometimes, its
genius is that it
simply stops the
hating, it stops
the bitterness, it
stops
the
oppressiveness,
it stops the
violence.

Our conclusions,
philosophically
One
of
the
and
things
that
has
theologically, are
been said about
all
said
in
this report is that
chapter 2 of the
it
flattens out
report, and in Opening session of the conference:
morality
by
particular, two Lord Robin Eames, Co- Chair of the Consultative Group on the Past
Denis Bradley, Co- Chair of the Consultative Group on the Past
making
small
Mike Ritchie, CAJ
everybody the
paragraphs on
same.
Nonsense!
It
does
the
exact
opposite;
what it says
page 53. They read as follows:
is
that
all
human
beings
are
capable
of
killing their
‘Many during the consultation process believed that we
neighbour
in
particular
circumstances.
And
the
history of
cannot change the past. Yet to endorse this would mean
humankind
is
that
we
have
killed
neighbours
and
people
the continuation of two irreconcilable versions of the past
we
don’t
know;
but
if
we
went
and
met
them
and
listened
to
in the memories and the beliefs of the still divided people
them,
and
got
to
know
them
we
might
be
able
to
move
away
of Northern Ireland. These two versions of the past differ
from a divided past and find mutual forgiveness and
not so much in the facts of what happened but more in
the moral assessment of the rightness and wrongness of reconciliation.
what was done by opposing sides.’
Co-chairs of the Consultatve Group on the Past
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Seminar Background and Agenda
The Committee on the Administration of Justice (CAJ), British Irish Rights Watch, the Law School of Queens
University Belfast, and the Transitional Justice Institute University of Ulster, held a two-day seminar reflecting
on the report of the Consultative Group on the Past on Thursday 14th and Friday 15th May 2009.
The seminar was designed to allow for in-depth discussion and reflection on the proposals of the CGP, and was attended
by key stakeholders from governments, political parties, victims groups, lawyers, academics, human rights organisations
and non-governmental actors. There were a number of thematic panels examining human rights compliance, the powers
that would be needed to make the mechanisms work, and the socio-economic dimension as well as panels reflecting
perspectives from various sectors including victims and survivors and political parties. This special edition of Just News
gives an overview of the discussions held over the course of the two days.
Day 1

Day 2

Panel 1 - Presentation of the Findings of the Report

Panel 5 - Perspectives of Victims & Survivors

Opening remarks & Chair of session, Mike Ritchie,
Committee on the Administration of Justice

Chair – Fionnuala Ni Aoláin, Transitional Justice Institute,
University of Ulster

• Denis Bradley
• Lord Robin Eames

• Mark Thompson, Relatives for Justice
• Paul O’Connor, Pat Finucane Centre
• Alan McBride, WAVE Trauma Centre
• Reatha Hassan, SAVER/NAVER
• William Frazer, FAIR

Panel 2 - What is Required to Make the Legacy
Commission Compliant with Human Rights
Obligations?
Chair – Colin Harvey, Queen’s University
• Jane Winter, British Irish Rights Watch (presented by
Caroline Parkes)
• Monica McWilliams, NI Human Rights Commission
• Francesca Pizzutelli, Amnesty International
• Fionnuala Ni Aoláin, Transitional Justice Institute,
University of Ulster
Panel 3 - What Powers Will the Thematic Examination
Unit; the Information Recovery Unit; and the Review
& Investigative Unit Need in Order to Get to the Heart
of Issues?
Chair – Monica McWilliams, NIHRC
• Peter Madden, Madden & Finucane
• Jeremy Hill, Legal Advisor to the Consultative Group
• Patricia Lundy, University of Ulster

Panel 6 - the Role of Former Political Prisoners,
Combatants and the Security Forces
Open discussion, chaired by Kieran McEvoy, Queen’s
University

Panel 7 - The Political Perspective
Chair – Aideen Gilmore, Committee on the Administration
of Justice
• Stephen Farry, Alliance Party
• Steven McIlveen, DUP
• Dolores Kelly, SDLP
• Francie Molloy, Sinn Fein
• Dawn Purvis, PUP

Panel 8 - Engaging the Unengaged
Panel 4 – Socio-Economic Issues and the Absence of
a Gender Dimension
Chair – Michael Hamilton, Transitional Justice Institute,
University of Ulster
• Mike Tomlinson, Queen’s University
• Margaret Ward, Women’s Resource and Development
Agency
• Catherine O’Rourke, Transitional Justice Institute,
University of Ulster

Chair - Colm Campbell, Transitional Justice Institute,
University of Ulster
• Kirk Simpson, Transitional Justice Institute, University of
Ulster
• Kate Turner, Healing through Remembering
• Brandon Hamber, INCORE and Healing through
Remembering
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What is required to make the Legacy Commission compliant with
human rights obligations?
The Consultative Group on the Past has produced a
serious and substantial report which merits full discussion.
The issues covered are complex, difficult and tragic. The
question posed here relates to human rights obligations
and compliance. But this aspect is also not straightforward.
The picture is one of different legal regimes, with real
implications flowing from those considered and, of
particular note, is the interaction between international and
domestic law. There is value in the Northern Irish context of
retaining a focus on international standards, and that is the
perspective adopted here. There are three broad themes
to highlight from a human rights perspective; first, the
significance of internationalising the discussion, second,
the proposed process for dealing with the past itself, and
third, the societal legacy.
First, is the significance of internationalising the debate. An
international human rights perspective is grounded in the
concepts of truth, justice and reparation, for the purpose of
ensuring that abuses are dealt with and therefore not
repeated. Those who stress truth and justice for example,
and therefore accountability, acknowledgement and
disclosure, do so for sound (and ultimately forward looking)
human rights reasons. Failure to address the legacy of the
past, in a human rights compliant and comprehensive way,
could condemn future generations. The drift in international
law, and within the international human rights movement, is
towards punishment and prosecution of perpetrators, with
reference in particular to crimes in international law. This is
part of a general international struggle against impunity,
and an emphasis on the right of victims of human rights
violations to an effective remedy. It is essential that the
discussion on dealing with the past is internationalised.
But international law does not always bring the clarity
required, and we should be mindful of what it does not, in
fact, say (as much as what it does say). We also must
acknowledge the potential tensions that infuse this debate,
between the international standards and comparative
practice, and between international actors and those
working locally on the ground to achieve lasting peace and
stability and promote social justice. There remains a
genuine need for a sustained debate on what the
overarching human rights goals are in societies undergoing
a transition, especially when all those involved are
attempting to deal with the legacy of their past in a
principled way. In this global and local discussion, good
faith efforts (shaped and guided by international standards)
to achieve essentially human rights-based outcomes - in
addressing the legacy of the past - are surely to be
encouraged?
Second, what elements are needed in the process to
address human rights compliance? There is a continuing
legal obligation to ensure the right to life is respected,
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protected and fulfilled, and accountability regarding the
past addressed through the duty of effective official
investigation. The system established must be impartial and
independent. The meaning of ‘effectiveness’ is now
reasonably clear. It includes independence, that the
process is capable of leading to a determination of whether
force used was justified, as well as the identification and
punishment of those responsible. While an absolute
obligation does not exist in relation to prosecution resulting
in conviction, there is a focus on punishment for the
purpose of public confidence in the maintenance of the rule
of law. Past unsuccessful prosecutions, or even successful
prosecutions of some of the perpetrators, do not guarantee
that the duty of effective official investigation has been
discharged. There is a requirement of promptness and a
sufficient element of public scrutiny, particularly with
respect to the next of kin. Factors to consider include
whether there is an ability to compel witnesses, as well as
compel the disclosure of documents, and the generation of
an outcome that could play a role in any criminal
prosecution.
Third, the Report addresses the wider societal implications
of dealing with the past (and a shared and reconciled
future). This is an issue that was signalled in the Good
Friday Agreement. That document emphasised the need
for a ‘fresh start in which we firmly dedicate ourselves to
the achievement of reconciliation, tolerance, and mutual
trust, and to the protection and vindication of the human
rights of all’ as well as the ‘achievement of [a] peaceful and
justice society… [as a]…true memorial to the victims of
violence’. This expressed the view that we deal with our
past through the creation of a peaceful and just society
where human rights are securely protected and vindicated.
As most subsequent statements have confirmed, human
rights and equality are supposed to be central to our new
arrangements. Can we really say that sufficient progress
has been made in dealing with this societal context? A
shared and reconciled future must be a substantively better
future in clear human rights terms (for example, a Bill of
Rights worthy of the name). It is vital that we do not neglect
work on constructing this genuinely better (and shared)
future and that we are all clear that it must be rights-based.
We owe it to future generations to leave the right legacy
behind, learn the right lessons and make sure the
foundations are as secure as we can make them.
The Report of the Consultative Group is open to criticism
on human rights grounds, and some proposals rightly
cause serious concern. Nevertheless, the Group is to be
commended for its contribution; for raising questions that
needed to be raised, and making proposals that can
hopefully feed a constructive debate.
Colin Harvey (in a personal capacity only)
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Powers of New Review Mechanism
Dr Patricia Lundy, Senior Lecturer in Sociology at UUJ
spoke first on this panel.
“At the micro level, any truth or information recovery
process is tasked with answering families’ questions. But
macro level issues should also be addressed, the bigger
picture around the causes, consequences and context of a
conflict. This concerns patterns and policies related to the
conflict and is how accountability and acknowledgement is
achieved for many victims.
“A number of constraints will inhibit the work of information
recovery. The passage of time, the death of witnesses, the
integrity of exhibits and ‘empty’ files will all make information
recovery more difficult. There will be obstruction and lack
of cooperation. People simply may not remember; though
some may also experience selective amnesia.
“A clearly independent and international Commission will
help build the trust and co-operation of all sections of the
community. A multi-disciplinary team of staff should be
employed; social scientists, lawyers, human rights
professionals as well as police investigators.
“There is great potential with informal processes. Getting
to the people who have information will entail setting up
lines of communication. However, those conduits will have
to be credible. If the IRA, the UVF or the state provide
information, people are likely to question it. An
independent, international person with integrity who can
test the information will be necessary to give it validity.”
Jeremy Hill then addressed the conference speaking on a
personal basis, he acted as the Legal Advisor to the
Consultative Group on the Past.
“The first proposed strand, the Review & Investigation Unit,
is like a police investigation. The second strand on
Information recovery, deals with questions of importance to
individual families. The Thematic Examination Unit deals
with structural issues. Only when a case had been properly
reviewed and/or investigated, and only if a prosecution was
not to be pursued, could a case pass to information
recovery or thematic examination.
“The question of powers in relation to the first strand is
straightforward. The unit would conduct a normal police
investigation with equivalent police powers, supported by
relevant police and legal expertise, including consideration
of prosecution.
“A case would only be passed to Information Recovery with
the agreement of the next-of-kin. To examine a theme,
however, the Commission would not need families’
agreement. The aim of both information recovery and
thematic examination would be to maximise the chances
of obtaining information. The Group did not see the
outcome of these processes as blaming or naming
individuals.
“The Group doubted whether normal legal processes were
the best means of securing information. Less formal
procedures in private without formal parties would be more
likely to lead to frank disclosure of information and
acknowledgement of past wrongs. In both information

recovery and thematic examination the Commission would
have power to compel the production of documents. In the
case of thematic examination it would also have power to
compel witnesses.
“With no formal parties to proceedings and no public
hearings, there would be no examination of witnesses
except by the Commission and no public examination of
witnesses at all. The group proposed that “protected
statements” made under these procedures should not be
admissible in criminal or civil proceedings in order to
encourage free and frank disclosure of information relevant
to a particular case.
“Basically, there is a choice between a public, adversarial
route and a non-adversarial, non-public approach proposed
by the Group. The advantage of the latter is that it provides
more flexibility; it allows the Commission to determine its
own focus and to keep this focus on a central rather than
peripheral issues.“
Peter Madden then addressed the conference. He founded
the firm of Madden & Finucane with Pat Finucane in 1979.
His firm represented the majority of the deceased and
wounded during the Bloody Sunday Inquiry.
“I’ve been involved for over thirty years in truth or
information recovery in one shape or another. The
Consultative Group have favoured a private, non-judicial
and non-adversarial mechanism in preference to a public
judicial commission favoured elsewhere.
“They think it is possible to get involved in a legal process
without judges and without lawyers for interested parties.
Although witnesses will be legally represented in a limited
way, there’ll be no lawyers to represent the people most
devastated by the conflict, the victims. Both governments
will have their lawyers working to protect them from
criticism; examining documents, advising and redacting.
They will be advising political and military figures involved
in the conflict. What about the families of the bereaved?
Indeed, what about Republicans and Loyalists and the
other armed groups? There’s another legal principle
jettisoned - Equality of Arms. In any legal process all the
parties must have the same legal representation to ensure
there’s a level playing field.
“Many people criticise lawyers until they need one. But the
authors don’t want lawyers and they don’t want Courts.
Families bereaved in the conflict will not be able to hire
lawyers to represent them, to examine material relating to
their own loved one’s death. And it will all happen in private.
As a result, my own opinion is that the proposed
Commission will result in cover-up and dishonesty.
“I’m going to finish by saying a word about the authors’
comments on the death of Pat Finucane. Frankly I’m
disappointed. Myself and the family members met the
Group and asked them to leave it alone; it had nothing to do
with them. Their comments must have delighted the British
government, who have delayed for twenty years holding a
proper public inquiry into Pat’s death.”
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Women, Gender and Justice in the EamesBradley Report
The Eames-Bradley Report is now the agenda-setting
document on dealing with the past in Northern Ireland.
It will be central in determining resources and political
priorities. It is this agenda-setting role that makes the
absence of both women and gender from its proposals
so worrying. International experience tells us that
where attention to gender does not feature in these
types of agenda-setting documents, it can be very
difficult to insert the issue later. Further, UN Security
Council Resolution 1325 (2000) on ‘Women, Peace and
Security’ requires the full inclusion of women in
conflict-resolution and peacebuilding. Despite this,
women in Northern Ireland continue to be badly
represented. There were only two women out of eight
on the Consultative Group on the Past, with two male
international advisors.
The Absence of Women in the Report:
We know that women in Northern Ireland have been active,
at grassroots, and at political and strategic level, working
within communities, maintaining families and communities,
working for change. The report talks only about ‘people’
sustaining services that helped with normality.
While 91% of those killed in our conflict were men, the
majority of members of victims groups are thought to be
women. What kind of voice will they have in terms of how
we deal with the past if their existence is not
acknowledged? The long-term consequences of conflictrelated violence have probably been felt most by women,
yet the report talks about ‘carers’ – without any sense that
the majority of these carers are women.
Women have also been combatants and participants in
conflict. One in twenty of those imprisoned in NI for political
related offences were women. Nowhere in the report is
there any acknowledgement of the specific needs of female
ex-prisoners.
The Absence of Gender in the Report:
Gender has to be at the forefront of reconstruction, and that
must include consideration of very difficult issues in terms
of the relationships between women and men. What kind
of discourses should we be having around how we deal
with the past? For example, what models of masculinity
exist when a society emerges from conflict? Theorists talk
of a ‘warrior-type masculinity’. How does that impact on the
lives of women and the levels of violence they might
experience? Is it accidental that such societies experience
increased levels of gender-based violence and should that
be a cause for concern? In Northern Ireland, the majority of
victims of domestic crimes are female and the number of
incidents of domestic abuse increased by 60% between
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1998 and 2006. While there were more recorded crimes
with a domestic motivation in 2007/8 than the combined
total of nearly all other crimes, domestic violence remains
under-reported and judicial procedures are expensive and
difficult (Women’s Aid Federation NI, 2009). Female use of
prescription drugs is twice the male rate and particularly
high in the 55-64 age rate. That needs to be understood
and there needs to be service provision to meet their
needs.
We have one reference to people experiencing ‘alcohol or
drug dependency, depression or domestic abuse’ (p.87) but
without some gendered deconstruction of all this, we have
no idea who are perpetrators and who are victims and what
the needs arising out of such situations might be.
The absence of men from households due to conflictrelated deaths and imprisonment meant that it was largely
women who managed the poverty that resulted from the
conflict. Therefore, the absence of any sustained
consideration of the socio-economic impact of the conflict
in the Report has particular gendered consequences.
Proposals for engendering future Initiatives:
Gender ‘neutrality’ is not satisfactory. The gender-specific
experiences of women should be acknowledged, and
specific provision made for the inclusion of women in all
aspects of dealing with the past. There is abundant
international experience to draw on in this regard.
We need to have greater gender awareness if we are to
have any form of story telling/remembering around the past.
The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
often hailed as a model, was also criticised for gender
blindness. It was an all-male group that determined its
terms of reference. It encouraged thinking that the harms
suffered by women were the same as those suffered by
male victims and perpetrators. As in Northern Ireland, the
violence resulted in more male deaths and it was
recognised that the women who gave testimony
‘downplayed their own suffering’.
Neglect of socio-economic issues is discriminatory against
women and undermines initiatives to deal with the past. Any
effort to deal with the past must acknowledge and redress
the conflict’s socio-economic consequences, and the
particular toll of poverty on women.
Catherine O’Rourke
Transitional Justice Institute, University of Ulster
Margaret Ward
Women’s Resource and Development Agency
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Perspective of Victims and Survivors
The Report of the Consultative Group on the Past is
fundamentally directed at and draws its impetus from
the imperative to address the needs for narrative,
remedy and recompense by the victims and survivors
of the conflict in Northern Ireland. The joint Chairs and
the Consultative Group as a whole have reflected in
public and within the body of the report on how deeply
affected they were by their interactions with countless
victims, their families and friends, as well as with
groups and individuals speaking on behalf of those
most directly affected by the violence in Northern
Ireland. The power of such interactions was profoundly
felt at the seminar.
The presence and absence of victims wove its way through
the reflections of the two day seminar. The presence of
victims and survivors was most obviously felt on Panel 5,
made up of victims, survivors and individuals working on
behalf of those bereaved or victimized by the conflict. The
panel was extraordinarily moving – affirming the power of
voice and story in telling and retelling the stories of lives
lost and irreversibly changed. It attested to the depth and
breadth of the effects of loss on those left behind.
Reatha Hassan (SAVER/NAVER) spoke of extraordinary
impact following from the loss of partners and fathers on
families. Particularly insightfully she recounted the financial
deprivations experienced by families and the struggles to
make ends meet. Her reflections on the needs of an ageing
population of widows, as well as the challenges faced by
security force families as they struggle to come to terms
with loss in the contemporary political moment (and seek,
in some cases, to encounter those who have caused the
harms experienced). The gendered dimension of loss was
clearly manifested through her illustrations and the stories
told.
Alan McBride (Wave) directly and powerfully addressed the
issues of victimhood and moral equivalence between
losses – when the balance lies between the loss of persons
playing no active part in the conflict (those living out
ordinary daily lives) and those who died while undertaking
acts of violence. In framing his own personal journey as a
capacity to recognise the loss to the family of the person
who commits violent acts -- he demonstrated the capacity
of individual acknowledgement to heal broader community
divisions.

expectancies was a stark challenge to the constraints
placed by the Consultative Group Report.
Paul O’ Connor (Pat Finucane Centre) spoke to the
importance of speaking on behalf of those who do not have
the ability to confront or articulate and lack the means to
challenge the state and its actors when it is the state itself
who has taken life. This intermediate role remains underappreciated and under-stated by the Report of the
Consultative Group.
Mark Thompson (Relatives for Justice) spoke to the justice
and procedural needs of victims of state violence, and the
need for these procedural and substantive obligations to
be deeply integrated into the future of any past-focused
mechanisms. He emphasised the double harms
experienced by victims and survivors of state violence, the
initial harm and loss and its subsequent denial by the state.
Willy Frazer (FAIR) was eloquent in his recall of loss within
the Protestant Unionist community, and the intermingling
of lives lived in protection of the state combined with a
sense of the fragility that brought to everyday lived
existences in farming communities on the border. His
contribution evidenced understanding of loss on multiple
fronts and the difficulties faced in accepting such losses in
the contemporary context.
One of the most extraordinary dimensions of the
discussions was the conversation between the individuals
on the panel; their capacity to acknowledge the space and
interventions of the other speakers and the extraordinary
empathy between individuals. Such empathy does not
underestimate the distance between individuals politically,
nor does it negate the genuine difficulties of
accommodating competing claims and hierarchies.
Nonetheless, the presence of empathy and the capacity to
listen illustrates the vital space that dealing with the past
must create to place victims and survivors at the very
centre of any attempts to engage meaningfully with the
past.
Fionnuala Ni Aoláin
Transitional Justice Institute

He also reminded the audience that loss and recompense
cannot only be narrowed to those who have been killed
during the conflict, but must affirm the harms and needs of
persons seriously injured and/or disabled. His refrain that
we not forget those who survived but with such pain,
trauma and limitations on the life capacities and
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The Role of Former Political Prisoners, Combatants and the
Security Forces
Professor Kieran McEvoy from Queens University
made a presentation based on his knowledge and
research on ex-prisoners and ex-combatants in order
to facilitate a conversation about the role of the
security and paramilitary forces in the conflict and in
the peace process.
The original intention had been to have a panel with
representatives from the PSNI as well as republican and
loyalist ex-prisoners. Shortly before the day of the event,
the PSNI had to withdraw as the individual best suited and
most knowledgeable on the issues at hand was not able to
participate. In turn the loyalist and republican panellists
together decided that a panel with only their two sides
present might suggest that the Troubles was simply twosided and was merely the loyalist and republicans at conflict
with each other.
Professor McEvoy pointed out that ‘ex-combatants were
already leading discussions’ on the issue of truth within
their own communities. He gave the examples of the
Untold Truth by the Ardoyne Commemoration Project and
the Consultation Paper on Truth and Justice (‘the Eolas
document’) as efforts within the Republican/Nationalist
community to deal with the past and cited Truth Recovery:
A Contribution from Within Loyalism by the Ex-Prisoners
Interpretative Centre (EPIC). He also referred to the
Historical Enquiries Team as an example of Security Forces
effort to deal with the past.
Professor McEvoy noted that the international debate in
relation to truth recovery mechanisms and ex-combatants
often include key questions such as:
• Should prisoners be released early?
• Should state actors and non-state actors be
treated differently?
• Should state and/or non-state actors be given an
amnesty?
• Should immunity from prosecution be granted as a ‘carrot’
for truth recovery?
• Should the capacity to prosecute be retained as a ‘stick’
for truth recovery? (if so, how real is the stick?) – ‘the mass
prosecutorial fantasy’
• What role, if any, have former combatants in efforts at
conflict transformation?
Around these issues the report of the Consultative Group
on the Past said :
• There will be no formal amnesty although the Legacy
Commission should advise on ‘how to draw a line’ after 5
years.
• ‘…it is essential that persons giving information are able
to do so without fear of that information being used in
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criminal or civil proceedings against them.’
• Immunity is given in relation to statements, not general
immunity to the person
• Applies to criminal and civil proceedings
• Applies to both primary and secondary evidence: in other
words any information provided in the Statement itself, or
evidence that could be obtained or deduced as a
consequence of that Statement itself, would not be
admissible in criminal or civil proceedings – ‘protected
statements’.
• Aim is to encourage free and frank discussion
• Can cover serious crimes including murder
The CGP proposals offer some safeguards to ensure that
the procedures of the Review and Investigation unit would
not prevent a case coming to court, including the following:
1. Before a case is subject to this procedure, it would have
to be reviewed or investigated to see if there was a case
for prosecution. That process of review and investigation
would have been completed before any person could
provide information under the rules of procedure of the
Information Recovery Unit.
2. If evidence emerged outside of the process that a person
had committed a crime, that could still be brought before a
court. A person could not go from the process of
information recovery (Information Recovery Unit) and give
the same information to the press or elsewhere with
impunity.
3. The Group proposes that oral evidence under thematic
examination (the Thematic Examination Unit) should not be
taken until two years after the Commission’s establishment.
Professor McEvoy then left us with the following
important points to consider:
• All processes of truth recovery require input from those
involved in past violence
• Ex-combatants often fear that they will be exclusively
‘blamed’ for the conflict – what about structural\political
responsibility?
• Security Forces resent ‘the myth of equivalency’ and the
‘state-centricity’ of current inquiries etc.
• Victims fear re-victimisation through justification of the
violence visited upon them.
Following the presentation the discussion between people
present in the audience centred on several issues including:
• consideration of the terminology used (‘ex-combatants’ for
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example) and the suggestion that the Troubles amounted to
war and the ramifications therefore that humanitarian law,
in addition to human rights law, would also be a
consideration in relation to possible prosecutions; and
• the view by sectors within society that the Prosecution
Service was, and perhaps still is, ‘the most unaccountable
of all the organisations’ in Northern Ireland over the past
40 years.
A positive and frank exchange between several individuals
from victim’s groups and ex-paramilitary prisoners also
transpired, which suggested that although views will clearly
remain different about the past, most everyone wants a
better future. It demonstrated that fostering dialogue
between communities, victims and perpetrators is perhaps
a way of humanising those who hold different views and a
mechanism for creating empathy between those with
opposing views.
It was also acknowledged that this topic could itself be the
focus of a conference and that there was much to discuss.
While it was useful to have the presentation and
conversation which followed, it was recognised that is was
unfortunate that the panel did not occur as planned. It was
also noted that the Army did not factor into the original
panel or the subsequent discussion.

Panel 8: L to R
Kirk Simpson, University of Ulster
Colm Campbell, University of Ulster (Chair)
Kate Turner, Healing through Remembering
Brandon Hamber, INCORE and Healing through Remembering

Committee on the
Administration of Justice

Panel 8:
Engaging the Unengaged
The topic of the last panel session was an appropriate
issue to address at the end of such an informative two-day
event. Many people had commented on the valuable
insights gained during the presentations and discussions
during the other panels, and expressed regret that those
present in the room were to a large extent those already
‘engaged’ in these issues. How then do we involve those
not engaged?
The session was chaired by Professor Colm Campbell Co
Director of the Transitional Justice Institute (TJI), University
of Ulster. Along with myself the other panel members were
Dr Kirk Simpson (also TJI) and Dr Brandon Hamber,
Director of INCORE, University of Ulster and chair of
Healing Through Remembering. The presentations
included academic consideration of the issues of nonengagement; experience in debating the past in a context
of silence; and a light-hearted look at what could perhaps
be learnt from corporate marketing techniques.
During the general discussion a concern was expressed
that many people are tired by having lived through the years
of conflict and they needed encouragement to consider
going further with this debate. They also needed to feel
that there was benefit to be had from the debate so that, as
one person put it, “dealing with the past would help inform
the future, not define it”. How then do you ‘market’ the need
to get engaged, while still debating how processes might
work and with a need for engagement in the very design of
processes? There was also some discussion on the
particular hurdles to the involvement of the unionist
community, including the difficulties of the relationship with
both loyalism and the governments. A realisation was also
expressed that participation of any group or sector in the
debate will be based on others’ recognition of its ‘positive’
as well as ‘negative’ role in the conflict. A welcome aspect
of the question session was that it enabled a number of
people in the room to declare themselves as more engaged
than might have been perceived!
Both the presentations and the question session expressed
the reality that a wider involvement in dealing with past is
necessary. If those elements of the Consultative Group on
the Past’s report looking at societal issues and themes of
public concern are to be implemented, and to have any real
impact, there needs to be not just involvement by those for
whom these issues currently seem like ‘history’ or ‘the
painful past’ but a real engagement.
Kate Turner
Director, Healing Through Remembering
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Mainstreaming the social legacies of conflict
In the Report of the Consultative Group on the Past (CGP),
there are one or two glimpses of the social and economic
impacts of the conflict of the past forty years. Chapter 3
explicitly addresses the ‘Impact on Society’. It includes
some useful reflections on how violence reproduces social
divisions, especially in relation to young people.
Of necessity, the perspective that informs CGP’s analysis is
predominantly individualistic and psychological. Yet the
underlying problems are structural and we need to be
considering how the structural and the personal are linked.
To use the currently fashionable terminology, we need to
understand the ‘psycho-social pathways’ that conflict and
violence have imprinted on our society, and the broad
challenges these present for public policy.
Admittedly,
the
Consultative Group was
not equipped or resourced
to trawl through the vast
archive of social science
research on the conflict
and to filter out the
findings relevant to its
concerns. We might also
ask why it is that research
is
so
often
compartmentalized
in
such a way that conflict is
kept separate from social
questions.

There is a growing body of evidence across the population
that those who witnessed and experienced the most
violence have worse physical and mental health, and have
lower standards of living and overall well-being, than those
who experienced very little or no violence. These
differences are statistically significant and provide a
measurable imprint on sections of society that all areas of
policy ought to be attuned to. More specifically, the
‘mainstreaming’ of peace-building and conflict attuned
measures into our anti-poverty strategies is not about
‘rewarding terrorism’ (as some would have it) but about
tackling poverty and social exclusion in those communities
and groups most affected by the decades of armed conflict.
It is perhaps easier to capture the effects of violence on
poverty, ill-health and so on, than to demonstrate how
poverty is a contributory
cause of violent conflict.
The
international
evidence tells us that
when
poverty
is
combined with ethnic,
religious or unresolved
national divisions, armed
conflicts are much more
likely, and more difficult to
resolve. We ignore this
evidence at our peril. It is
in all our interests to
broaden
the
legacy
agendas to address such
structural matters.

Take for example, work on
Mike Tomlinson
poverty,
deprivation,
Queens
University
disadvantage,
social Session on Socio-Economic Issues and the Absence of a Gender Dimension
exclusion and inequality. Chair: Michael Hamilton, TJI
How can we understand Mike Tomlinson, QUB
income
distributions Margaret Ward, WRDA
Catherine O'Rourke, TJI
without
reference
to
differential labour market opportunities, whether
determined historically by opportunity structures, prejudicial
LLM in Human Rights Law at TJI (University
attitudes and other limiting or privileging factors?
of Ulster)
The conflict itself became a key element in shaping
investment, disinvestment and the labour market. But when
researchers seek to investigate the links between
poverty/inequality and the experience of conflict, sponsors
don’t like it. We can speculate about the reasons but a key
point is that if we are not prepared to collect systematic
population-wide data that allows us to consider how living
standards and well-being have been shaped by the impact
of violence, death, injury, intimidation, forced house moves
– indeed any aspect of division and conflict we care to
name – then we are not taking the legacies of the conflict
seriously.
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The Transitional Justice Institute (TJI) in
conjunction with the School of Law at the
University of Ulster (Northern Ireland) is
accepting applications for enrolment in its LLM
in Human Rights Law programme (2009/10).
The programme is available on a full- or parttime basis at the University’s Jordanstown and
Magee campuses.
For further information, please visit the website:
www.transitionaljustice.ulster.ac.uk
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Overview of Panel 7: A political Perspective
The political panel consisted of representatives from five
arties in Northern Ireland. The key point was that all parties
recognised that in order for society to move forward
Northern Ireland had to deal with its past. The report was
generally welcomed by all parties albeit with many
reservations. Many panellists pointed out clear failings in
relation to human rights norm articulation and legal aspects
which could have been more fully articulated. The report
was not perfect by any means, however given that this is
the first step taken towards a truth process, the report did
provide a good framework for discussion.
The issue of public inquiries was raised and the very high
costs of these inquiries which were regarded as
unsustainable. The debate argued that the costs of inquiries
such as Bloody Sunday’s £183 million cannot be a
permanent feature of Northern Ireland life. The
recommendation that all public inquiries into controversial
killings be stopped has already stirred up tensions in
certain parts of the community. SDLP commented that ‘if
the government hadn’t worked against processes by
withholding information it would not have been so costly.’
They called for an independent inquiry into the killing of Pat
Finucane which was referred to as an ‘outstanding debt
owed
by
the
British
Government.’

innocent victims and perpetrators. They wished to create a
new definition of a victim, and the party was in process of
drafting the same. This proposal was not supported by any
of the other parties.
In regard to societal issues, SDLP criticised the report
stating that those who refrained from using violence were
not rewarded. They argued that to deal with the past, there
is a need not to glorify violence and that positive role
models are needed for young people to move away from
the idealisation of paramilitary leaders. This was needed to
break the cycle of violence.
Sinn Fein was concerned with the independence of the
Commission and whether the British government was
going to look sufficiently at their role in the causes of the
conflict and their role in the maintenance of the conflict
through the introduction of internment and the
implementation of the Special Powers Act and
gerrymandering. Sinn Fein criticised current investigatory
bodies such as the HET as investigating its own officers
and the Patten report which was criticised for buying off the
RUC and acquitting officers who had committed human
rights abuses.

A discussion followed the
panellists’ comments regarding
the report in relation to
An area of concern was in
acknowledgement and the
relation to the five year mandate
parties’ role in conflict given
which was referred to as
there is no mechanism for
‘ludicrous.’ This argumentation
acknowledgement.
The
was supported by the PUP who
Healing
through
Remembering
pointed out there may be cases
Report of 2002 recommended
unresolved or un-investigated at
that
all organisations and
the end of the five years. This
institutions
that have been
also suggests that somehow "a
engaged
in
the conflict,
line might be drawn" after five
including
the
British
and Irish
years, a sort of amnesty in
States,
the
political
parties
and
relation to past crimes. This
loyalist
and
republican
proposal was branded as
paramilitaries, should honestly
arbitrary
and
disregards
Session on Political Perspectives:
and
publicly acknowledge
international best practice that Chair: Aideen Gilmore, CAJ
responsibility
for past political
amnesty, at least for grave Francie Molloy, Sinn Fein
Dawn
Purvis,
PUP
violence
due
to their acts of
crimes, cannot be given.
Stephen Farry, Alliance Party
omission and commission. The
Steven McIlveen, DUP
representatives denied any
The Alliance Party highlighted Dolores Kelly, SDLP
personal
acknowledgement
the issue of paramilitary
and
were
reluctant
to
comment
on
their
parties’ role. This
organisations coming forward and questioned how they
question
led
to
a
discussion
regarding
the
contrast in what
would be drawn into the process. Furthermore the debate
politicians
say
in
the
public
and
what
is
said
in private which
focused on the British Government’s need to engage fully
all
parties
rigorously
denied.
in the process to give the report legitimacy.
The DUP spokesperson criticised the report for
demonstrating an active dialogue against a hierarchy of
victims and called for a distinction to be drawn between
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Civil Liberties Diary - May
1st May
Vincent McFadden, a former senior
police officer, tells the Billy Wright
Inquiry that there was a systematic
failure on the part of the RUC Special
Branch to warn people their lives were
under threat. This involved some 255
individuals between 1989-1991.
7th May
British Home Secretary Jacqui Smith
proposes new rules for the national
DNA database. The measures are
criticised as an attempt to side step
the ECHR’s ruling that the blanket
retention of suspect’s data is illegal.
8th May
Barry Gilligan is confirmed as the new
chair of the Policing Board.
The British government admit that it
will not be able to meet its target of
halving child poverty by next year but
recommits to eradicating the problem
by 2020. Figures show that nearly
three million children in the UK live
below the poverty line.
12th May
First Minister Peter Robinson
publishes proposals to cut public
funding to “the industry which has
grown up around human rights and
equality”. The document proposed that
the NIHRC, NICCY and the Equality
Commission be merged.
A probe by the Criminal Justice
Inspectorate finds that young
Catholics are more likely to face
prosecution than Protestants. It also
found that more Catholics are
remanded in custody while awaiting
trial and are over represented in prison
generally.
Former RUC officer Robert Atkinson,
speaking at the Hamill Inquiry, denies
contacting a suspect to warn him to
dispose of clothes worn on the night of
the murder. Phone records show that a
call was made from his house to
suspect Allister Hanvey just hours
after the attack.
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13th May
Judge Burgess announces that he is
“minded” to grant a PSNI application
to force journalist Suzanne Breen to
hand over information about the Real
IRA murders of British soldiers in
March. The order would compel her to
reveal her sources regarding a phone
call claim of responsibility and an
earlier interview with a member of the
organisation. Ms. Breen said she was
not able to defend herself as the PSNI
has not shown any evidence against
her.
15th May
CID officer Dereck Bradley informs the
Hamill Tribunal that crucial CCTV
footage should have been retained
from the night of the murder. The
Inquiry also hears that though a
search warrant for the house of one of
the accused was not limited to a
bedroom that was all police searched.
18th May
The Court of Appeal upholds an
earlier High Court ruling that the
Human Rights Act can apply to British
troops even on the battlefield. The right
to life meant the Ministry of Justice
had a legal duty to supply proper
equipment.
20th May
In testimony RUC officer Alan Neill
rejects accusations that officers sat
back and watched while Robert Hamill
was murdered in Portadown in 1997.
He does admit though that Mr. Hamill
might have lived had the police left
their vehicle sooner.
In the Republic the report of the
Commission to Inquire into Child
Abuse is published. Chaired by Mr
Justice Sean Ryan it found that
thousands of children suffered
physical and sexual abuse over
several decades in residential
institutions
run
by
religious
congregations. The report also sharply
criticised the Dept of Education for
failing to carry out proper inspections.

Six victims of human trafficking are
rescued from brothels in Northern
Ireland as police break up a forced
prostitution ring. The women were
Chinese nationals.
22nd May
The Police Ombudsman’s Office has
publicly apologised to a judge after
accusing him of refusing to assist an
investigation relating to the killing of
Brij Sharma in 2004. His family allege
that the PSNI failed to investigate a
racial motivation for the killing.
27th May
Chief Constable Sir Hugh Orde has
asked the Police Ombudsman’s Office
to investigate whether his officers
“stood by” during the murder of Kevin
McDaid by a loyalist mob in Coleraine
earlier this month.
28th May
Assistant Chief Constable Judith
Gillespie is announced as the new
Deputy Chief Constable of the PSNI. It
is the first time a woman has been
appointed to the second most
important policing job in Northern
Ireland.

Compiled by Mark Bassett from
various newspaper
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